
switches back into read mode (with WE high and OE low), and
presents the stored counter value to the preset inputs of the
counter. As long as the load input of the counter IC3 remains
high, the output of the counter is not affected. When the load
input goes low, the values at the preset inputs are transferred
to the count outputs A to D. This is exactly what happens when

power is applied to the circuit: C6 charges slowly, applying an
active-low pulse to the load input of IC3. Since the EEPROM is
in read mode at power-up, the data stored at address 0 will be
available at the preset inputs to the counter and be transferred
to the outputs by the low pulse on the load input.

(010067-1)
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B. Kainka

Communication over the
IrDA port uses a relatively
complex protocol but its
possible to send a single
character using just a few
components. In many
cases this will be suffi-
cient to control a Palm-
top. This circuit generates a single pulse of IR light that is inter-
preted by the Palmtop as a data byte with the value 255. The
circuit could hardly be simpler, a 1 µF capacitor is charged via
the 27 kΩ resistor and when the switch is pressed this charge
will flow through the diode to generate an IR light pulse. The
values have been optimised for a communication speed of
9600 Baud but the actual pulse length is not critical. The list-
ing shows a simple receiver program for this IrDA signal. The
IR interface is opened with the command ir and the line

get$(#5,0) reads a single byte from the interface, if nothing
has been received it will return –1. Each time a character is
received a counter will be incremented and displayed on the
screen and a short sound will be generated. 

#irdacount.bas
open “com1:”,9600,ir as #5
z=0
draw -1
while 1
n =get$(#5,0)
if n>-1 
z=z+1
t$=str$(z)
draw t$,75,60,2
sound 800,100,63

endif
wend

(024085-1)
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The general assumption is that white LEDs operate at a voltage
of 3.6 V and a current of 20 mA, which is about right. Lithium

Ion cells coincidentally have a voltage of exactly 3.6 V, which
seems to be convenient. However, we can’t just connect an
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LED to a voltage source (the cell), because the current could
become too large and the LED could be damaged. That is why
they are usually driven by a current source, but the energy
dissipated in the current source is of course lost. Besides, a
current source can only function properly when it drops a few
volts, which we don’t have in this case.
But is it necessary to have a ‘real’ current source? The
amount of light given off by an LED is obviously dependent
on the current flowing through it, but our eyes are easily
fooled. It is easy to tell the difference in brightness between
two different LEDs mounted next to each other, but when
you turn on an LED momentarily and then turn it on again a
bit later at a different brightness you will barely notice the
difference. So as far as the eyes are concerned, there is not
much difference whether the LED operates at 10, 20 or
30 mA (!). The conclusion is that we don’t really need an
accurate current source, but that a ‘bad’ current source will
suffice, limiting the current to safe levels.
With that in mind we get a very simple yet efficient design,

where the current source consists of a resistor of a few ohms
combined with the internal resistance of the LED, which is
about 10 ohm at 20 mA. You can add as many branches in
parallel as you like. 
It can often be difficult to obtain a single 3.6 V cell, but cam-
corder battery packs with two cells (7.2 V) are widely avail-
able. The circuit remains simple at 7.2 V: two LEDs in series
with a current limiting resistor of about double the value. Here
too you can have as many branches as you like.
To determine the value of the current limiting resistor you
should look at the graph, which shows the relationship
between the operating voltage and current of a white LED. As
an example we’ll show the calculations for the current limit-
ing resistor for an LED current of 20 mA: (3.6-3.44) / 0.02 =
8 Ω. So at 3.6 V the current is 20 mA, at 3.7 V it is about 27 mA
and at 3.5 V about 16 mA. In practice the values shown in the
circuit of 8 Ω at 3.6 V and 18 Ω at 7.2 V may be increased a lit-
tle; values of 15 Ω and 33 Ω respectively still work well.

(024082-1)
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A. Schilp

This energy saving, 12-V controller is
nearly universally applicable. In addi-
tion to controlling battery powered
lighting in a car, boat or caravan it is
also quite able to control the speed of
a model train. In essence, this circuit
converts the 12-V DC voltage into a
rectangular pulse train with a duty
cycle that is adjustable from 0 to 100%.
The circuit can be divided into four
sub-circuits: the saw-tooth generator
built around IC1, reference network
P1/R3/C3, comparator IC2 and driver
stage T1/T2. The comparator com-
pares the generated sawtooth voltage
(1) with the reference voltage (2). This
reference voltage is adjustable
between the lower and upper limits of
the sawtooth voltage with P1. When
the saw-tooth voltage is greater than the reference the output
of the comparator will be ‘high’. Since the saw-tooth voltage,
with its fixed frequency, is continuously crossing the reference
voltage, a rectangular waveform (3) appears at the output of
the comparator, the duty cycle if which can be determined
with P1.
The driver stage, with its large current amplification, ensures
that the voltage up to a load current of 3.15 A will remain suf-

ficiently square. By varying the reference with P1 we can
change the width of the pulses in the pulse train. This affects
the average voltage to the load and therefore also the power
drawn by it. The current through T2 is always largest when
the voltage drop across it is smallest (saturation) and smallest
when the voltage drop is the greatest. T2 therefore, needs to
dissipate only very little power and needs to be cooled only
when used with highly inductive loads. Diode D2 protects
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